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FIRSTLY

THANK YOU
FOR CONSIDERING US!

I believe that science in general may help us in approaching the truth
in our lives. Also I believe in the dissemination of scientific results in a
controlled, broad and open access way to the public. Our Alps-Adria
workshop series provides a forum for scientific experts in the field of
agricultural and environmental sciences. The workshop is one of the most
ambitious agricultural forums of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
It has a mission to disseminate novel research results in favour of
improving our world. The organizers would say thanks to the participants
and the partners of the past workshops, and also welcome the current
reader who may feel the benefits of our proposal. We do hope that they
may become future partners or participants as well.

Márton Jolánkai
Professor
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WE BUILD

EXPERIENCES
The main goal of the Workshop is to rehabilitate relationship among
scientific and professional communities linked by historical ties, but
separated by historical events. This cooperation offers an opportunity
for the career starter generation, PhD students and young researchers to
enter the international scene, to learn how to make a poster, to deliver a
presentation in English language, to publish pieces of work and to create
relationship with others.
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ABOUT US

OUR STORY

... SO FAR

That was the time, year 2002, when the Alps-Adria conference was first organised
by the scientific committees of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS). The first
one was - if only to respect tradition - organised in Opatija, and then the venue of the
event was gradually moved around the region: the second one was organised in Trogir,
the third one in Dubrovnik, the fourth one in Portorož in Slovenia and then the next
one back in Opatija. In year 2007 the conference was organised in Obervellach in
Austria, to be followed by one in Stará Lesná in the High Tatras in 2008. The eighth
was hosted by Neum in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The next conference was held in
Špičák, a mountainous resort place in the Czech Republic. The tenth anniversary of
the conference series was celebrated in Opatija in 2011. The conference series moved
then to Smolenice in Slovakia. The 12th workshop was a peculiar event providing
various locations in Croatia and in Italy since soil fertility was the main topic with
an outlook on karst formation. The venue of the next conference was in Villach
Ossiacher See, Austria. The fourteenth meeting was organised in Neum, Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The 15th Jubilee workshop was held on the island of Losinj, a marvellous
and unique spot in the Adriatic Sea. The sixteenth workshop was in Opatija, Croatia
and the 17th Scientific Workshop was in Hnanice, Czechia. The 18th Alps-Adria
Scientific Workshop organized in Cattolica - Rimini, Italy. After 2020, with difficulties
and burdens for everyone we would like to meet you in Wisla, Poland on the 20th
Workshop in 2021.

More information: www.alpsadria.hu
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WHAT MAKES US ATTRACTIVE

SIMPLE FACTS
ABOUT US
4

11

19

INVOLVED
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMIES

DIFFERENT
VENUES SO FAR

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

60

1700

3700

INVOLVED
NATIONS

SCIENTIFIC
PUBLICATIONS

SATISFIED
PARTICIPANTS
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INNOVATIVE TOPICS

MAIN SUBJECTS
SOIL SCIENCES
Multipurpose biomass production,
protection.

CULTIVATION AND
PRODUCTION
Fertility, irrigation, productivity, plant
protection, breeding, gene technology.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Production, animal welfare, grassland
management, feed stock, regulations.

CLIMATE CHANGE
Extreme climate, drought, flood, adaptation,
mitigation, water resources.

MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT
Policies, economic aspects, agribusiness, rural
development, non-food sectors, public services.

FOOD PRODUCTION
AND SUPPLY ISSUES
Food processing, production and
supply chains.

FOOD SAFETY AND
ALIMENTATION
Human nutrition, food additives, pollution,
shelf life.

ENERGY CROPPING
Alternative/renewable energy sources,
effectiveness.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Biodiversity, polluted environments, remote sensing
and related technologies, water management.

ENTOMOPHAGY
Human use of insects as food and its relations.

More information: www.alpsadria.hu
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BASIC
INFORMATION
Epidemic information [COVID-19]
0. The primary intention of the organizers
is to hold the conference in person in
compliance with the obligatory health
regulations, however, in the event
of restrictions due to the COVID-19
pandemic the event will be cancelled all
registration fees will be refund by the
cancellation policy.
Presentations [oral and e-poster]
1. The Workshop will be organized in
roundtables, oral and e-poster sessions.
2. For oral presentations 10 minutes will be
available per speaker, with discussion.
3. E-posters will be presented as 5 minutes
flash talks in digital form. Flash talk slides
(pdf file) will be collected via email prior
to the congress or before each session.
Recommended poster size: A0 or A1 with
at least the resolution of 150 dpi.
4. The Organizers will allow only one
presentation (and publication opportunity)
for each registration.
5. The maximum number of authors per
abstract is 5. A single person is allowed to
be amond the authors of max. 2 abstracts.
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6. Registration deadline is 23:59 1st August
2021, Abstract submission deadline is 8th of
August 2021!
7. Every participant with oral or poster
registration has to submit a new abstract
regardless of their postponed registration
for the 19th event in 2020!
8. The abstracts will be evaluated by the
Scientific Board of the Workshop. Authors
will be informed about acceptance or
rejection of their abstract.
9. All presentations – regardless whether oral
lectures or posters - will be published as
abstracts (maximum 1 page) in the Book of
the Workshop.
10. All of the participants will have the
opportunity to vote for the best posters and
the best oral presentations. The winners
will receive valuable prizes.
11. By the end of the Workshop, upon the
evaluation of chairmen of the respective
sessions, top papers will be suggested as
suitable for publication in the journals
affiliated to the event (free of charge or
with discount).
12. On account of the international
participation, the language of the Workshop
will be English (with no translation).

PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITIES

You get a chance for quality publication in one of our supporter journals

Beside the Abstract book,
top papers will be invited
for publication into
Peer-Reviewed Journals
ARCHIVES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

The Journal of Institute of Environmental
Engineering and Committee of Environmental
Engineering of Polish Academy of Sciences
[IF 2019: 1.775, Q2]
https://www.degruyter.com/printahead/j/aep

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
Abstracts [oral and e-poster presentation]
To submit an abstract you must first register to
the Workshop when you can submit your paper.
If you can not upload your final abstract at
the registration, you can upload it until 8th of
August 2021 through the Workshop’s website
or here: Abstract Submission 🔗 .
Abstract formatting instructions with a sample
abstract and abstract submission is available
HERE 🔗 or at the website of the Workshop
www.alpsadria.hu
Deadline for registration: 1st August 2021.
Deadline for submission: 8th August 2021.
Please note: Multi-author abstracts (more than
5 authors) will not be accepted and a single
person is allowed to be amond the authors of
max. 2 abstracts. The abstracts will be evaluated
by the Scientific Board, and only accepted ones
will be published in the Abstract book. Authors
will be informed about acceptance or rejection
of their abstract.

ACTA ALIMENTARIA
An International Journal of Food Science
[IF 2019: 0.458, Q3]
http://akademiai.com/loi/066

DISCUSSION
Journal of life systems & natural resources
https://discussion.hu/

ACTA AGRARIA DEBRECENIENSIS
Agrártudományi Közlemények
http://www.agr.unideb.hu/acta/

JOURNAL OF FOOD INVESTIGATION
Science - Life - Quality - Safety
https://eviko.hu/en-us/

AGROCHEMISTRY AND SOIL SCIENCE
Agrokémia és Talajtan
https://akademiai.com/loi/0088

The selected papers shall undergo the
regular process of the respective journal including the risk of rejection aswell.
More information: www.alpsadria.hu
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• participation in the conference programs
• publication opportunity for the registered participants
and Ph.D students in the Abstract book
• use of conference rooms and facilities at the venue
• free wifi internet access
• coffee and tea during breaks of conference
• ceremonial congress dinner
• participation in a joint program

ARE COVERED BY THE
REGISTRATION FEE
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REGISTRATION PAYMENT METHODS & CONDITIONS

REGISTRATION FEES

We provide you an inexpensive event

Participant

Ph.D. student

Accompanying person

€280

€180

€180

CLICK HERE TO
REGISTER
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 23:59, 1ST OF AUGUST 2021
Note #1: The registration will be permanently valid if the registration fee has been transferred
and received on the OTP travel account. Unpaid registrations will be cancelled after the
payment deadline.
Note #2: The paid but postponed registrations in 2020 for the 19th event are still valid, but new
registration and abstract submission is neccesary! You can ask your payment status via e-mail:
alpsadria@otptravel.hu

METHOD OF PAYMENT
After online registration, by bank transfer only. All banking fees should be covered by the
registrants. Upon request invoices will be sent to registrants. Payment information:
NAME: OTP TRAVEL
IBAN: OTP HU70 11763945-00110886-00000000
SWIFT: OTPVHUHB
COMMENT: ALPS-ADRIA_REGISTRATION_PARTICIPANT NAME!

REGISTRATION PAYMENT DEADLINE: 8TH OF AUGUST 2021
More information: www.alpsadria.hu
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REGISTRATION CANCELLATION POLICY
[Registration order & limitations]
The order of registration will count if the actual epidemiological restrictions limits the
maximum number of participants in the event. In this case, considering the order of
application, registrations above of the limit will be cancelled and 95% of the registration fee will
be refunded. In terms of order, registrants paid last year will benefit. Any cancellations due to
the number limit will be notified in writing 5 days before the event.
[Cancellation policy]
Cancellations must be sent to the Conference Secretariat in writing by the dates specified:
• Registration without payment until the payment deadline: registration will be cancelled
without refund!
• Cancellation received before payment: registration will be cancelled without refund!
• Cancellation after payment or between 8th August and 22nd August 2021: 95% REFUND!
• Cancellation after 22nd August 2021: NO REFUND!
• If the participant does not come to the conference for whatever reason while it is being held
and has not been cancelled it by the specified dates: NO REFUND!
• Cancellation if the epidemiological restrictions limits the maximum number of participants:
95% REFUND!
VIS MAJOR NOTE: If the event must be cancelled by the organizers due to the Coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) situation and its related restrictions, the organizers will refund 95% of the
registration fee. The 5% withheld covers registration and banking costs.
Refunds will be made after the Conference by bank transfer.
For more information: alpsadria@otptravel.hu
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TIMETABLE AND
DEADLINES

Save the dates!

23:59, 1ST OF AUGUST 2021

15TH OF JUNE 2021
RELEASING THE 1ST CIRCULAR OF THE
WORKSHOP, REGISTRATION OPENS
You can register on the Conference’s website by
filling the online registration form and uploading
your abstract: www.alpsadria.hu

DEADLINE FOR THE REGISTRATION
The latest day, when you can register for the Conference.

8TH OF AUGUST 2021

8TH OF AUGUST 2021

LATEST DATE FOR ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS
Later the organizers will inform the registrants
about the acceptance or rejection of their abstract.

DEADLINE FOR THE REGISTRATION PAYMENT
The latest date for payment of the registration.

29TH OF AUGUST 2021, SUNDAY
30TH OF AUGUST 2021, MONDAY
1ST DAY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
On site registration will be started at 8:30.
Plenary session with keynote speakers and presentations
of the registered colleagues, discussions.

1ST OF SEPTEMBER 2021, WEDNESDAY

ARRIVAL AND CHECK IN

31ST OF AUGUST 2021, TUESDAY
2ND DAY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
Presentations of the registered colleagues,
roundtables, discussions.

3RD DAY SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
In the morning: last sessions and round tables until 12:00
JOINT PROGRAM
In the early evening grill party with beer tasting by the
Żywiec brewery.

2ND OF SEPTEMBER 2021, THURSDAY
FREE TIME
Opportunity to see nearby attractions.

CONGRESS DINNER

The closing event of the 20th Alps-Adria Scientific
Workshop.

3RD OF SEPTEMBER 2021, FRIDAY
DEPARTURE, CHECK OUT
End of the 20th Alps Adria Scientific Workshop

The Organizers reserve the right to change the program.
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COMFORT & LEISURE

THE VENUE

LET’S MEET HERE

YOU WILL FIND US
The Workshop venue will be in the Hotel Stok, Wisła (GPS: 49°39’31.0”N 18°49’34.0”E). Wisła
is a town in Cieszyn County, Silesian Voivodeship, southern Poland, near the border with Czech
Republic. It is situated in the Silesian Beskids mountain range in the historical region of Cieszyn
Silesia. Wisła is the Polish name for the Vistula River, which has its source in the mountains near
the town.Wisła is laid approximately 248 km from Wrocław, 157 km from Kraków and 91 km from
Katowice.
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Photos by Hotel Stok

AFFORDABLE SERVICES

ACCOMODATION AND FEES

We are prepared for every need

The Hotel Stok offers discounted accommodation only for the participants of the Workshop, with
the following possible conditions:
person per night

person per 5 nights

Double/Twin room

€43

€215

Single room

€63

€315

The Hotel will make invoices in PLN (polish zloty). Accommodation fee covers the half board
services and the city tax and includes the usage for free of charge of the:
SWIMMING POOL

JACUZZI

SAUNA

GYM

CLUB ENTRANCE

PARKING

For room reservation and for more information please write directly to the Hotel
Stok via e-mail: b.omozik@hotelstok.pl
(please use the subject: ‘ 20th AASW room reservation + the category)

Note: the booking of your accommodation at Hotel stok or any other accommodation provider is your own
responsibility, the organizers of the Alps-Adria Scientific Workshop are not responsible for booking the
accommodation!

ACCOMMODATION CANCELLATION POLICY
For more information about the Cancellation Policy of the Hotel Stok please write directly to
the Hotel via email. Cancellations must be sent to the Hotel Stok directly in writing for more
information: b.omozik@hotelstok.pl
More information: www.alpsadria.hu
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JOINT PROGRAM

Grill party and beer tasting by the Brewery of Żywiec.
1ST OF SEPTEMBER 2021, WEDNESDAY

Photo: muzeumbrowaru.pl

Żywiec is one of the best-known Polish beers. For years, while respecting its brand traditions, the
brand has grown and matured together with its customers, and the advertisements of this brand
have always been an intriguing commentary on the reality surrounding them.
Slogans such as “Prawie robi wielką różnicę” (‘Almost’ makes a huge difference) have entered
the Polish language for good. Today, Żywiec still surprises with clever wordplay and imagery,
exciting the emotions of consecutive generations of beer-lovers.

Photo: muzeumbrowaru.pl

Photo: muzeumbrowaru.pl

The history of brewing in the Żywiec area reaches back more than 700 years. In 1327, Żywiec was
awarded city status, and both in the city and at the castle several small breweries were in operation.
At the turn of the 13th and 14th centuries, artisans from Kraków, Silesia, and the Czech lands
came to the city, among them brewers and barrel makers. In the city and its surroundings, a great
deal of beer was brewed. Prince Przemysław, who ruled the Żywiec lands until 1433, grated the
townspeople the right to grow barley and produce beer, protecting their rights by establishing the
so-called “protected mile”, under the conditions of which it was unlawful to produce beer within
a one-mile radius of the city. Until the 19th century, brewing in the Żywiec area developed slowly
but steadily. The breakthrough occurred during the 19th century, in a period of scientific discovery,
when small-scale rural and urban breweries were replaced by large, industrial breweries.
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The Organizers reserve the right to change the program.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Proof of quality
MEMBERS

MÁRTON JOLÁNKAI

TAMÁS KŐMÍVES

TAMÁS NÉMETH

SCIENTIFIC BOARD

MÁRTA BIRKÁS

HAMID ČUSTOVIĆ

VÁCLAV HEJNÁK		

DANIJEL JUG

ÉVA LEHOCZKY

FRANCO MAGURNO

MILAN SKALICKÝ

EDYTA SIERKA

YVETTA VELÍSKOVÁ

More information: www.alpsadria.hu

JÓZSEF HORVÁTH

VILIAM NAGY
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CONTACT
You can reach us in several ways

KATALIN PINTÉR

ZOLTÁN KENDE

ABOUT REGISTRATIONS

ABOUT PUBLICATIONS

MORE INFORMATION

ALPSADRIA@OTPTRAVEL.HU

INFO@ALPSADRIA.HU

WWW.ALPSADRIA.HU

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK.COM/ALPSADRIA

MAIN ORGANIZERS AND PARTNERS
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Soil Science, Water Management
and Crop Production Committee,
Plant Protection Committee
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SEE YOU IN
WISŁA!

29th August - 3rd September, 2021

Photos in the Circular are under Creative Commons license. Front cover photo by Mickey Estes from Pixabay.

